The Jews and their Sycophants
The Jews don't just dominate the media, they also the political system as well, Labour, Liberal or
Conservative you are voting for international Jewish interests.
It has come to light that David Cameron, the Conservative party leader has a lot of Jewish heritage,
David Miliband, the current foreign secretary is too the spawn of Jewish immigrants, Ivan Lewish the
Health Minister is also Jewish as well as Lee Scot MP is and Susan Kramer MP. As is Grant Shapps.
John Bercow, Michael Willis, Gillian Merron, Louise Ellman along with Evan Harris, they too are all
Jews. There are many more examples of the Jewish stranglehold of not only British Politics but also
overseas.
It is far from unreasonable to suggest that the Jewish have a international control of the west. They
preserve their Zionist interests by sending our young service men to die for pseudo-patriotic causes
under an Israeli flag disguised as our Union Flag.
It was Jews like Leon Trotski and Grigory Zinonev that sparked the Communist revolution in Russia,
the communist powers over Russia contained a disproportionally large amount of Jews, this trend of
Communism in the Jewish community can still be seen today.
It doesn't take a genius to say the Jews have lead this country into total degeneracy, drug abuse,
abortion, vivisection, homosexuality are all seen in a light-hearted way in this country, this isn't Britain,
our land has been taken by these sadist criminals. As the true, White, Aryan inhabitants of this nation it
is our duty to preserve our race and nation. We have a weak government, a government of sycophantic
slaves to the international Jew. It's our duty to take back our nation the way our ancestors did when
threatened by hordes of enemies, through battle. I am not advocating violence, rather political warfare,
pass these leaflets on, take to the streets to protest. But remember, as Mussolini said:
“Inactivity is death”
HAIL VICTORY!
“WE MUST SECURE THE EXISTENCE OF OUR PEOPLE AND A FUTURE FOR
WHITE CHILDREN”
~Fourteen words by David Lane~
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